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Emotional Biases

Cognitive Biases

Belief Preservation Bias

Loss-aversion Bias

Information-Processing Bias

Overconfidence Bias

Self-Control Bias

Anchoring and Adjustment Bias

Confirmation Bias

Status Quo Bias
Mental Accounting Bias

Representativeness Bias

Endowment Bias
Illusion of control (I am special)

Framing Bias

Hindsight Bias
Availability Bias
Conservatism Bias

*Most definitions are adapted from the CFA institute reading materials

Regret-Aversion Bias
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[Home]
Cognitive Errors are statistical, information-processing or memory application
errors that result in faulty reasoning and biased decision making.
Acknowledgement and systematic process can help to minimize the effect of
these biases. They do not have to be immutable.
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[Home]
Emotional biases arises spontaneously rather than through conscious effort.
They are harder to correct because they arise from impulse or intuition rather
than thought. It may only be possible to recognize the bias and adapt to it rather
than correct for it. They have to do with how people feel than how they think.
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[Home]

Belief Perseverance Bias – aka cognitive
dissonance. People notice only info of
interest, ignore or modify info that
conflicts w/ existing cognitions.
Confirmation bias
Representativeness bias
Sample Size Neglect
Illusion of control (I am special) bias
Hindsight bias
Conservatism

Information-Processing Biases – result in
information being processed and used
illogically or irrationally.
Anchoring and adjustment bias
Mental accounting bias
Framing bias
Availability bias

First step to overcoming a cognitive bias: be aware that it exists
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[Home]
Confirmation bias: tendency to look for (subconsciously or consciously) and notice
what confirms their beliefs and to underweight what doesn’t. aka selection bias.
Excess weight on confirmatory information. [this is why the information age hasn’t
really made people smarter and has led to polarization].
Consequences: this could lead to excess concentration and cause a feedback loop of
overconfidence.
Fix: actively seek information that challenges beliefs or acquire additional
corroboration.
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[Home]

Representativeness bias: ‘over classification’. When new info is presented, it quickly goes into buckets that were formed
by past experiences and data. In reality, new info can resemble or be representative of familiar events but be very
different. People rely on stereotypes when making investment decisions. You completely ignore the base rate (the
general probability). This is base rate neglect.
Example- ‘Computer companies in 92’-94’ trade at 6-10x earnings’ – when Dell comes out it auto gets classified at a
computer company but it is totally different. This is also related to peoples need to place a ‘label’ on everything.
Sample Size error – There is so much variance to the market that if you are trying to predict how long a current bull
market run will be, looking at past data will not do you much good. (over weighting of new information).
Consequence: update beliefs using simple information and overreact to new data because they think it is representative
of the population.
Fix: Be more thorough with data. You should ask yourself; what is the probability that XYZ belongs to group A (the group
it resembles or is considered representative of) versus group B (the group it is statistically more likely to belong to).
Diagnostic Question: Have you ever made a new investment because of its apparent similarity to a past successful
investment without doing the research to validate the new investment’s merits?
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[Home]

Illusion of control bias: where people tend to believe they have control or influence over
outcomes, when, in fact, they cannot. ‘Expectation of a personal success probability
inappropriately higher than the objective probability would warrant’. Aka ‘illusion you are
special’ bias. People infer causal connection where there is none.
Consequences: Over concentration. Someone working at Ford with a large Ford position. Also,
over trading thinking you have an effect on outcome.
Fix: Recognize that successful investing is a probabilistic activity. Nobody controls anything.
Example: (Langer in 1983) people that selected their own lottery numbers were willing to pay a
higher price.
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[Home]
Hindsight bias: A tendency to look upon past events as having been predictable and
reasonable to expect. People also remember their predictions of the future more clearly.
Memory is weird thing, when people look back, they fill in the gap with what they prefer to
believe. Poorly reasoned ideas with positive results might be remembered as brilliant. (“beta
can hide a lot of sins”).
Consequences: Overestimate your predictive capabilities and cause you to overweight them
too much.
Fix: Carefully record their investment decisions. Remove opaqueness of decision making.
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[Home]
Anchoring and adjustment bias – tendency to believe that current market
levels are ‘right’; up and down estimates are made from the current level. The
use of psychological heuristic influences the way people estimate probabilities.

Example: analysts may stick too close to their original estimates upon learning
about new info.
Fix: ask yourself questions: am I holding onto this stock based on rational
analysis or am I trying to attain a price I am anchored to.

Diagnostic Question: You purchase a stock at $50 a share. It goes up to $60 in a
few months, and then it drops to $40 a few months later. You are uncertain
what will happen next. How would you respond to this scenario?
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[Home]
Mental Accounting Bias– Tendency to segregate money into different
‘buckets’. Treat one sum of money different from another some. Really money
is money. People ‘should’ consider portfolios holistically. (it may be sub
optimal but help contain risk).
Consequences: places investment in discrete ‘buckets’ without regard for the
correlation of these buckets. Each bucket is goal based. As a result of this,
holistic correlation of buckets may not be ideal.

Example: They may also irrationally distinguish between returns derived from
income and those derived from capital appreciation; causing them to stretch
for yield.
Fix: combine income yield and capital appreciation as Total return.
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[Home]
Framing Bias– tendency for a person to answer a question differently based on the way it is
being asked. (pro choice or you want to kill babies?- loaded question). On another note, people
may have too narrow of a frame (narrow frame) when making a decision. Maybe you only care
about brand when buying a car but, a more rational decision would involve more homework.
Consequences: Misidentify risk tolerances because of how questions about risk tolerance were
framed; clients will be more risk averse when presented with a gain frame of reference and more
risk seeking when presented with a loss frame of reference. (may result in sub optimal
portfolios). However, even if risk tolerances are accurate you may choose suboptimal
investments based on framing.
Fix: Focus on future prospects of the investment rather than G/L. Be neutral when interpreting
questions.
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[Home]

Availability Bias– Easily recalled memories (probably a correlations between ease of memory access and emotion) are considered a lot
more probable to occur in the future that the base rate. People associate likelihood with how easily they can recall the event.
Availability bias has four types: (Retrievability, categorization, narrow range of experience, resonance)
Retrievability – if an idea comes to mind first it will automatically be chosen even if it is not the reality.
Categorization – People categorize data in their heads. If there is a category that is not as ‘full’ as the others, they may mistakenly
underweight its importance.
Narrow range of experience – when a narrow range of experience causes you to make the wrong inference. "My first job had many
nice people so I assume every work environment has nice people." (related to sample-size neglect but can be much more biased).
Resonance – people overweight the importance of products or ideas that they are attached to. This makes them seem more prevalent
then they might be.
Consequence and Fix - What is important is to know the source of the bias and overcome it. May choose an advisor based on an
advertisement, limit their opportunity set (invest only in US stocks because that is what they know). Fail to diversify (and failure to
achieve an appropriate asset allocation).
Fix: focus on the long term to de-emphasize short term memory experiences. Establish IPS and asset allocation. Ask yourself why you
might be selling or buying, ‘is it based on something you heard or read yesterday?
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[Home]

Conservatism bias: People maintain or ‘conserve’ their previous view by not updating them adequately in the face of new information. They
overweight initial beliefs (‘base rates’ in Bayesian speak).
Example: When institutional investors underreact to fundamental information (retail does the opposite). Analysts (like economists) are good at
telling you what has happened. Once a position has been stated, people find it very hard to move away from that view- they have invested in it
too heavily or are too lazy to update (IB analysts). This is kind of like poker when someone decides to bluff the turn before they even know what
the turn is. And, like in poker, it helps to have a pivot plan for the turn or river.
Fix: ask yourself how new info changes things, do not take action before analysis. Do not hesitate to take action if new information redirects
previous stance.

- Willingness to update beliefs to new info +

Hirshleif (2001) adapts this with this graph.
Investors tendencies loosely follow
this relationship

- Complexity of new information +
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[Home]

Loss-aversion bias – a property of prospect theory. It is not so much risk that people hate vs. loss. People hate the prospect of losing money more than they
love the prospect of winning money.
Paradoxically, the idea of losing is so painful that investors can accept more risk to avoid losses rather than achieve gains. An example of this would be
someone hanging on to a dead investment because the thought of selling and taking a loss is too painful. Loss aversion can bias decision making to hold
losers too long and sell winners to early. This is similar to poker when people are down in their chip count they are more willing to gamble and when they
start to win they tighten up and play more conservative (obviously this does not always hold).
Consequence: investors can be more concerned with protecting short term losses than for planning for the relevant time horizon and achieving long term
results
Fix: realistically consider possibility of future losses

This model implies risk-seeking
behavior in the domain of losses.

Disposition effect - The idea of
selling and taking a loss is so painful
that they would rather keep the loss
on paper and hope it goes back up.
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[Home]

Overconfidence Bias – where people demonstrate unwarranted faith in their own intuitive reasoning,
judgments or abilities. This has aspects of both cognitive and emotional bias but is more emotion.
Most people are incapable of being objective about their own behavior. “Don’t confuse a bull mark
et with brains” is an old wall street quote that warns about self-attribution.

Two types of overconfidence Bias: Prediction overconfidence and certainty overconfidence. The first
causes you to make your confidence interval too narrow and the second causes you to assign to high a
probability to the interval.
Consequence: Underestimate risks and overestimate returns. Concentrated portfolios
Fix: try to stay objective about post-investment analysis on both successful and unsuccessful
investments.
*Self-attribution bias and illusion of knowledge bias are similar to this.
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[Home]
Self-Control Bias – which people fail to act in pursuit of their long-term,
overarching goals because of lack of self-discipline. There is an inherent conflict
between short-term satisfaction and achievement of long term goals. They let
impulse behavior destroy LT success.
Consequence: insufficient savings for the future. Accept too much risk in their
portfolios in an attempt to make up for less than adequate savings. Asset allocation
problems (too much high yield investments).
Help: Planning. Failing to plan is planning to fail.
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[Home]
Status Quo bias – people do nothing instead of making change. Positions are maintained largely
because of inertia than conscious choice.
Consequence– Fail to explore opportunities, unknowingly maintain portfolios with risk
characteristics that are inappropriate for their circumstances.
Help: education in portfolio management (not emotional education).
‘endowment’ and ‘regret-aversion’ bias are somewhat related. (same outcome (do nothing)
but different because it is a more a result of conscious thought).
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[Home]
Endowment Bias – People value an asset more when they hold the rights to it then when they
do not. Ownership ‘endows’ the asset with more value to the owner.
Help: ask the right questions to someone who has this bias with an inherited asset. If an
equivalent sum of money was given to you how would you invest the cash? What was the
intent of the asset being left to you?
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[Home]

Regret Aversion Bias – Prevent making decisions out of fear that outcomes will turn out badly.
Any error is either an error of commission or omission- this bias results in the latter. Regret is
more intense when unfavorable outcomes are the cause of commission so no action becomes
the preferred decision
Consequences: Too conservative in investment choices. Herding behavior

